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DIRECT CABINET SUPPLY PAINT WAIVER FORM:  

We want to ensure your complete satisfaction with your new cabinetry. Therefore, we ask that you understand the 

inherent characteristics of the product(s) you have selected. The finish includes 2 coats of paint, plus 2 clear top coats. 

Painted finishes may show slight scratches and wear and tear in areas of extreme usage. This usage may appear 

anywhere on the door, but it is most typically seen near the decorative hardware. In addition, as the wood naturally 

expands and contracts with varying weather conditions, slight joint separations may occur. These separations may 

become visible as small cracks in the painted finish. This is a natural occurrence and does not affect the integrity of the 

joint. The separation occurs most often in climates with high humidity. To minimize cracks, keep your house at a 

constant humidity level. We recommend maintaining a controlled environment of 70-75 degrees Fahrenheit and 30%-

50% humidity in areas where the cabinets are stored or installed. We mention these characteristics because DIRECT 

CABINET SUPPLY will NOT be responsible for these conditions. ________________________________ 

(Homeowner/General Contractor), thank you for choosing DIRECT CABINET SUPPLIES painted finish. You have chosen 

white paint. Satisfaction with this specialized finish is very important to us at DIRECT CABINET SUPPLY. This is why we 

have prepared this product information and ask that you review it. We understand that your awareness of your unique 

finish selection is essential to your appreciation and ultimate satisfaction with your cabinetry. By signing below, you are 

confirming that you understand and consider acceptable all of the unique characteristics of your particular finish. You 

agree not to hold DIRECT CABINET SUPPLY responsible if you find these characteristics do not meet with your approval 

at a later date.  I have seen a full size sample door or a complete display of this finish. I understand that as the cabinet 

ages, it may cause the paint to appear slightly different when compared to a new door. I am purchasing this finish 

without seeing a full size door sample and understand that photography or color chips will do not accurately represent 

an actual full size product.    

Homeowner Name (Please Print) __________________________________________________ 

Homeowner Signature__________________________________________Date_____________ 

General Contractor______________________________________________________________ 

General Contractor Signature______________________________________________________ 

Direct Cabinet Supply____________________________________________________________ 


